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Concepts in Bio-molecular Spectroscopy: Vibrational Case Studies 

on Metalloenzymes 

M. Horch,a P. Hildebrandta and I. Zebgera 

Spectroscopic techniques play a major role in the elucidation of structure-function relationships of biological 

macromolecules. Here we describe an integrated approach for bio-molecular spectroscopy that takes into account the 

special characteristics of such compounds. The underlying fundamental concepts will be exemplarily illustrated by means 

of selected case studies on biocatalysts, namely hydrogenase and superoxide reductase. The treatise will be concluded 

with an overview of challenges and future prospects, laying emphasis on functional dynamics, in vivo studies, and 

computational spectroscopy. 

Motivation and Scope of the Article 

A molecular understanding of biochemical reactions is 

essential for both fundamental and applied life sciences. Like 

every living being, mankind has an ongoing (and increasing) 

demand for efficient processes that accomplish energy 

conversion and the synthesis of tailored functional 

compounds. In principle, nature provides a rich and dedicated 

biocatalytic machinery for these tasks that can be utilised, 

optimised, and emulated for human demands, given that the 

underlying processes are understood on a conceptual level. 

With this in mind, relationships between structure and 

function are highly important for understanding elementary 

molecular principles.  

 In the current perspective article special requirements and 

fundamental concepts for a spectroscopic elucidation of 

structure-function relationships in biological macromolecules 

will be outlined. Besides a general treatise, this approach will 

be illustrated by using the example of vibrational spectroscopic 

studies on metalloproteins involved in the transformation of 

small molecules. Finally, we will provide a perspective for 

future studies, covering both explicit challenges and 

conceptual extensions. 

A Molecular Approach to Biological Reactions 

Characteristics of Biological Macromolecules 

Since the second half of the twentieth century, the molecular 

aspects of biological systems and processes have strongly 

come into focus, and intellectual and experimental concepts of 

classical chemistry and physics have been adopted for their 

study. While this is a natural and justified approach, certain  

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of a hypothetical enzyme consisting of two 

subunits that may represent distinct functional modules. Explicit functional sites 

embedded in the protein matrix (red and blue) are labelled A – D. Here, the 

active site A catalyzes a chemical reaction, while D is located within a flexible 

domain, which allows functionally relevant movements, e.g. contacts with A. 

Interactions of cellular factors with each other and functional sites of the central 

biomolecule are shown in grey. 

care has to be taken since functional biomolecules exhibit a 

number of specialities that can be largely traced back to two 

fundamental properties (see Fig. 1). (1) The biological systems 

involved in energy conversion and biosynthesis are modular 

macromolecular entities, usually enzymes, whose number of 

atoms N may exceed the magnitude of classical chemical 

compounds by orders of magnitude. (2) Biological reaction 

networks usually involve a large number of molecules and ions 

that may interact on different levels, both concomitantly and 

successively. While these two aspects appear to be 

quantitative in nature, they have a considerable impact on the 
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Fig. 2: (A) Functionally relevant vibrational properties as a function of the normal mode energy. Red: Low-frequency normal mode density (normalized number of modes per 

energy interval) of typical globular proteins, plotted as a log-normal distribution according to reference 1. Blue: Boltzmann ambient temperature population of vibrationally excited 

states, calculated for a harmonic oscillator with an infinite number of non-degenerate, equally spaced levels.2 Nexc – number of vibrationally excited molecules. N – total number of 

molecules. k – Boltzmann constant. T – temperature. (B) Cα-tube representation of protein thermal fluctuations (300 K) as observed in a molecular dynamics trajectory of 

membrane-bound hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha. The simulation was performed as described in reference 3, and the picture was created by using VMD.4 rmsd – root mean 

square deviation. (C) Potential curves, energy levels n, and spatial expectation values ⟨xn⟩ of one-dimensional harmonic (blue) and anharmonic (red) oscillators.5-7 Spatial 

probability densities |Ψn|2 are shown for the harmonic case as filled blue curves.5 For a vibrating diatomic molecule with a displacement x from equilibrium bond length, ⟨xn⟩ 

represents the average displacement, and |Ψn|2 can be interpreted as the probability to observe a given displacement. Effects on these properties are sketched for vibrational 

ground and excited states, and for thermal modes these two scenarios give a simplified illustration of the situations at 0 K and ambient temperature. All values are in arbitrary 

units and shown for visualization purposes only. 

conceptual and experimental treatment of these systems, e.g. 

in spectroscopic studies. 

 Referring to (1), the size of typical biocatalysts implicates 

the necessity to identify and selectively address the functional  

sites of interest, may it be catalytic centres or molecular 

moieties that are involved, for instance, in proton or electron 

transfer (see Fig. 1). These functional sites can be often 

associated with few amino acids or certain cofactors. However, 

due to the assembly of several polypeptide chains and the 

presence of multiple domains and cofactors an a priori 

assignment might be ambiguous. Even more, the 

differentiation between a functional site and the surrounding 

protein matrix may be challenging. Often a clear cut between 

both regimes is ad hoc not possible, and parts of the protein 

matrix provide a dynamic and anisotropic multilayer 

environment for the explicit functional sites. Taking this 

thought to an extreme leads to the question about a possible 

function of the protein matrix as a whole that goes beyond 

stabilization and protection. In this respect, it should be noted 

that molecules are dynamic entities, which often exhibit a 

certain amount of intramolecular motions (normal modes) 

that are excited at ambient temperature (298 K). This 

statement is highly relevant for proteins, which exhibit 

numerous degrees of freedom (3N − 6) and an accumulation of 

normal modes in the thermal energy regime below 207 cm−1 = 

kT (see Fig. 2A).1;8-10 Given the alternation of flexible and rigid 

segments, these properties predestine proteins for the 

involvement of functional movements. In line with this 

statement, thermal protein motions have been reported to 

integrate distant functional sites or facilitate mechanistically 

relevant atom displacements (see Fig. 1), and this possibility 

has been extensively discussed.11-35 

 Considering aspect (2), the large number of possible 

interaction partners of a biological macromolecule actually 

extends the above challenge to identify functional 

determinants. In fact, a holistic view on such a biomolecule 

may involve all physiological factors that affect its structural 

and functional state. These factors may be perceived as a 

functional environment or complementary partners in a 

superordinate functional network of high elasticity (see Fig. 1). 

Structure, Function, and Spectroscopy 

 To outline the importance and challenges of spectroscopic 

studies on biological macromolecules we will first specify the 

implicitly introduced termini structure and function. Notably, 

the advancement of X-ray diffraction techniques has 

considerably improved the three-dimensional perception of 

macromolecules in the life sciences.36 At the same time, 

however, the representation of crystal structure data as sets of 

atomic coordinates or schematic drawings has partly led to a 

misconception of chemical structure that neither includes 

dynamics nor electronic aspects in an explicit manner. In 

contrast to this perception, we use the term structure in the 

most general sense, i.e. with regard to the distribution of 

nuclei and electrons in both space and time. According to this 

definition, the entirety of structural information is only 

accessible by a combination of crystallography and 

spectroscopy, the latter providing insights into structural 

details that exceed the spatial and temporal resolution of 

typical X-ray diffraction data. In this context, it should be 

stressed that spectroscopic methods are conceptually different 

from other experimental techniques insofar as they provide 

direct insights into the quantised energy levels of a molecule, 

which are intimately linked to chemical structure. 
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 With this in mind, the structure of a molecule can be 

perceived as a multidimensional physical property that is 

explicitly encoded in (and partly extractable from) the 

spectroscopic data. In contrast, function is a more ambiguous 

terminus, which has to be defined with respect to a certain 

reference, e.g. the fulfilment of a cellular requirement or 

transformation of a substrate. In this respect, functional 

aspects are strictly speaking not inherent to spectroscopic 

observables. However, their relation to structure can be 

explored by spectroscopy, in particular if a system of interest is 

adequately manipulated during or between measurements. In 

conclusion, spectroscopic techniques provide access to 

structural factors and structure-function relationships, given 

that the functional aspects in question have been properly 

defined on a molecular level. 

Concepts in Bio-molecular Spectroscopy 

Considering the outlined specialties of biological 

macromolecules, a number of technical and conceptual 

requirements have to be fulfilled in order to extract valuable 

information from the corresponding experimental data. In the 

following, fundamental principles for the spectroscopic 

elucidation of structure-function relationships in such systems 

will be presented. 

Control 

With increasing size and complexity of a molecule the interplay 

with external factors that affect the structure will become 

more complex as well. As a consequence, the detailed 

characterization of biological macromolecules requires the 

control of preparative and experimental parameters in a strict 

and adequate manner. This includes the adjustment of 

beneficial and functionally relevant determinants, if possible as 

a function of time, as well as the exclusion of deleterious or 

interfering factors. 

Representativeness 

A second notable aspect, closely related to the first, is the 

choice of experimental conditions that are biologically 

representative. In this respect, the characterization of 

biological macromolecules in their native plasma or membrane 

environment is strongly recommended, especially if whole 

living cells can be probed.37;38 This applies especially to 

systems that are sensitivity towards oxygen or tightly 

interacting with other cellular factors. 

Selectivity 

As stated above, biological macromolecules are large atomic 

ensembles that often involve several functional sites, a 

manifold of relevant structural properties, and a number of 

interaction partners. Consequently, the selectivity of the 

spectroscopic methods used is a prerequisite for the 

elucidation of individual aspects in these molecules. The 

requirement of specific spectroscopic markers is particularly 

important, if an individual molecular system has to be 

investigated in an ensemble of reaction partners or, even 

more, within whole cells.38 In the absence of specific markers, 

reaction-induced difference spectroscopy can be applied to 

elucidate structural aspects related to a chemical reaction that 

can be selectively triggered (vide infra). Moreover, structural 

information on selected molecular moieties may be obtained 

by site-specific isotope or amino acid exchange. 

Complementarity 

With increasing specificity of a spectroscopic technique the 

amount of accessible structural information will necessarily 

decrease. As a consequence, a set of complementary methods 

has to be applied in order to obtain a comprehensive 

spectroscopic signature of the molecular moiety in question. 

Special care in the design of experiments has to be taken, if 

individual methods require specific sample preparation or if 

measurement conditions may interfere with the probed 

molecular system.39;40 

Interpretability 

The evaluation of experimental data can be considered a key 

determinant in bio-molecular spectroscopy. Even if all previous 

requirements are fulfilled, an understanding of spectroscopic 

data from complex and unexplored molecules ultimately relies 

on adequate experimental or theoretical models. Experimental 

models may include established synthetic and biochemical 

compounds, whose spectroscopic properties are understood 

and reported. Alternatively, tailored small molecule analogues 

may serve as potent spectroscopic and functional models as 

well. In most cases, the computation of spectroscopic 

parameters (computational spectroscopy) requires the 

application of sophisticated quantum mechanical (QM) models 

of bio-molecular functional sites, usually involving density 

functional theory (DFT).35;40-42 In addition, hybrid models 

including the QM modelling of functional sites and a molecular 

mechanic (MM) treatment for the rest of a macromolecule 

represent an alternative approach, given that three 

dimensional data from X-ray diffraction, nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, or homology modelling are 

available.3;39;43-47 In either case, the adequate design of the QM 

model is essential for both reliability and computational 

efficiency. In this respect, reliability may be considerably 

increased by evaluating relative changes rather than absolute 

values of spectroscopic observables.40;41;48 This is especially 

important for small computational models that are designed in 

view of computational efficiency or for lack of representative 

three-dimensional data. 

The Integrated Approach 

Depending on the specific target, the type of question, and the 

methods involved, the feasibility and benefit of each concept 

has to be judged from case to case. In this respect, a weighted 

combination of the individual principles represents an 

integrated approach that may serve as a benchmark for the 

spectroscopic investigation of biological macromolecules. In 

the following sections, a set of spectroscopic case studies on 

selected metalloproteins will be presented to illustrate this 
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Fig. 3: Subunit and cofactor composition of oxygen tolerant [NiFe] hydrogenases 

from Ralstonia eutropha. (A) Consensus depiction of the membrane-bound and 

regulatory hydrogenase. For the sake of simplicity, structural differences 

between both enzymes that are beyond the scope of this article have been 

ignored. (B) The NAD+-reducing soluble hydrogenase. 

 integrated approach and the underlying peculiarities of 

biomolecular structure-function relationships. 

Selected Case Studies on Metalloproteins 

Resonance Raman Spectroscopy in Hydrogenase Research 

In this first case study we will demonstrate the manifold of 

structural information accessible from a spectroscopic 

technique and the challenges associated with its first 

application to a certain delicate biomolecule. Using the 

resonance Raman (RR) characterization of hydrogenase as an 

example, the benefits of computationally aided spectroscopy 

are presented Moreover, the importance of selectivity and the 

necessity of complementary methods in the establishment of a 

novel technique will be highlighted. 

 [NiFe] hydrogenases represent a class of enzymes that 

catalyse the reversible cleavage of hydrogen into protons and 

electrons.49 Given the demand for clean and sustainable 

energy conversion processes, an in-depth understanding of the 

underlying mechanism is essential to design bioengineered or 

synthetic catalysts for hydrogen conversion. Since the 

beginning, spectroscopic methods have played a major role in 

hydrogenase research, both in the de novo exploration of 

cofactors and the detailed characterization of individual 

reaction intermediates.49 

 Most [NiFe] hydrogenases consist of a small subunit that 

contains three FeS clusters for electron transfer purposes and 

a large subunit harbouring the deeply buried active site (Fig. 

3A).50 The latter cofactor contains two metal ions, Ni and Fe, 

which are bridged by two cysteinyl thiolates (Fig. 4). Two 

further cysteinates bind as terminal ligands to the Ni, while the 

Fig. 4: Simplified presentation of the active site structure of [NiFe] hydrogenases. 

Different redox states are mainly defined by the chemical nature of the third 

bridging ligand X and the oxidation state of the Ni ion n+. 

Fe ion is also coordinated by three unusual inorganic ligands, 

one CO and two CN−.51-53 A third bridging position between the 

two metals serves as the substrate binding site. Individual 

redox states of the [NiFe] catalytic centre are mostly defined 

by the Ni oxidation state and the chemical nature of the ligand 

in this third bridging position.49 While structural models have 

been proposed for all detectable intermediates, the exact 

geometries and electronic properties are often not known. 

 RR spectroscopy is a powerful vibrational spectroscopic 

technique for the selective probing of light-absorbing cofactors 

in large biomolecules, e.g. metalloenzymes.54 This technique 

provides direct insights into molecular coordinates, which can 

reflect structural properties as well as functional atom 

movements. In particular, metal−ligand coordinates that 

encode properties and interactions of the metal ion and its 

ligands can be probed. While the FeS clusters of hydrogenase 

have been investigated by RR spectroscopy for about three 

decades,55-58 the complex active site remained inaccessible by 

this technique. 

 Only recently, we were able to probe metal−ligand 

vibrations of both the FeS clusters and, for the first time, the 

[NiFe] active site by using low-temperature RR 

spectroscopy.39;40 While interfering signals from the protein 

matrix are absent in these spectra, the presence of several 

metal sites still necessitates a rigorous approach for the 

detection and assignment of individual metal−ligand 

vibrations. Besides potential markers for substrate and 

inhibitor binding,59-61 three major sets of structurally sensitive 

modes are expected from theoretical models and 

experimental studies on compounds resembling the cofactors 

of hydrogenase (Fig. 5).39;40;59;62-67 The [NiFe] active site may 

give rise to normal modes primarily reflecting Fe−CO/CN (400 

– 650 cm−1) and Ni−S coordinates (< 400 cm−1), while the FeS 

clusters will exhibit typical Fe−S modes (< 400 cm−1). Clearly, 

both types of metal−sulphur modes will strongly overlap, and 

even the assignment of Fe−CO/CN modes is not 

straightforward, because signals are partly weak and might be 

misinterpreted as Fe−S overtones that exhibit about twice the 

fundamental frequencies. To clearly assign Fe−CO/CN modes 

we labelled an entire hydrogenase with 13C.39 According to a 

QM/MM model, pronounced isotopic shifts in the order of 10 

– 15 cm−1 are solely expected for these modes. In the 
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Fig. 5: Spectral regions for resonance Raman detected metal−ligand vibrations of [NiFe] 

hydrogenases accessible at different excitation wavelengths (in nm). Spectra and 

cofactor structures are shown for the oxidized state of the regulatory hydrogenase 

from Ralstonia eutropha (Nia-S).40 The vertical arrow indicates a sensitive reporter 

mode that was used as a structural marker (see Fig. 7). 

 experimental spectra, all notable signals in the 400 – 650 cm−1 

range showed isotopic shifts consistent with the calculated 

values, validating the assignment of Fe−CO/CN modes (Fig 6, 

right).39 

 Catalytically active hydrogenase, obtained by reduction 

with hydrogen, usually exhibits a mixture of several [NiFe] 

redox states with different normal mode compositions and 

frequencies (Fig. 6, left).39;49 Under these conditions, a 

structural interpretation of the various Fe−CO/CN modes also 

requires an assignment to an individual redox state. Most 

reduced species of hydrogenase represent bridging hydride 

adducts of the [NiFe] site,49 which could be converted in the 

Raman probe beam to another potential catalytic intermediate 

(Ni-L), as shown in Fig. 6.39;40;68 Infrared (IR) and electron 

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy are established 

techniques in the field of hydrogenase research (vide infra), 

and so we used these methods to investigate possible 

photoreactions.39 Mimicking the conditions of the RR 

experiment, it could be shown that the central Nia-C 

intermediate is converted to Ni-L at low temperatures (79 K) 

and wavelengths close to the laser probe beam (458 nm), see 

inset of Fig. 6.39 Other low-potential hydride adducts, 

combined under the term Nia-SR, are generally assumed to be 

photo-stable.49 However, the photon densities of the RR probe 

beam exceed those of common light sources by orders of 

magnitude, which may open novel photochemical reaction 

pathways (Fig. 6, left). Indeed, the RR spectrum was found to 

be unaffected by moderate variations of the reduction 

potential as a function of the hydrogen partial pressure, 

suggesting that the Nia-SR subspecies may be converted to Ni-L 

as well.39 To test this assumption, we calculated RR spectra for 

several redox states of the [NiFe] centre using a QM/MM 

approach. Comparison with overall signatures, normal mode 

frequencies, and 13C isotopic shifts of these calculated data 

showed that the experimental spectrum is clearly dominated 

by the Ni-L state, confirming the redox state assignment and 

the photoconversion of Nia-SR subspecies (Fig. 6, right).39 

 In the low frequency regime, RR spectra of hydrogenase 

are usually dominated by FeS cluster signals that are strongly 

enhanced by S → Fe charge transfer transitions (Fig. 5).39;40;55-

57 Therefore, Ni−S modes of the active site are normally not 

accessible, and special requirements have to be met for their 

detection. The absorbance of FeS clusters strongly decreases 

with increasing wavelength, which represents an opportunity 

to detect RR signals that are otherwise masked by spectral 

contributions from these cofactors.40 Excitation with 568 nm 

does not provide any resonance enhancement for the FeS 

cluster signals, but instead a novel set of weak bands could be 

observed (Fig. 5). Using 64Ni labelling in conjunction with DFT 

calculations, these bands could be clearly assigned to active 

site normal modes with major contributions of Ni−S 

coordinates.40 

 With the above assignments, one has a set of potent 

structural markers at hand. In particular, normal modes with 

predominant Fe−CO/CN character sense even subtle changes 

in electron density and, consequently, these modes represent 

valuable probes for structural variations at the entire [NiFe] 

active site.39;40 Using a computationally aided approach, we 

have used these Fe−CO/CN modes to gain insights into two 

catalytic intermediates of [NiFe] hydrogenases, Ni-L and Nia-S. 

Ni-L is kinetically stabilized as a photoproduct at low 

temperatures (vide supra) and presumably formed by removal 

of a bridging hydride, which is transferred as a proton to a 

nearby base (Fig. 6, left). However, neither the process of 

proton transfer nor the final acceptor has been experimentally 

verified. Using DFT, we could show that Fe−CO/CN modes 

would have contributions from Fe−H coordinates as well, if a 

bridging hydride was present.40 This would give rise to notable 

H/D isotopic shifts, in line with experimental data from small 

molecule analogues.59 In contrast, RR spectra of the Ni-L state 

of H2- and D2-reduced hydrogenase were identical, showing 

that the Fe−H bond is completely dissociated in N-L.40 Ni−H 

bond dissociation has been previously inferred from advanced 

EPR data,68 so that a complete removal of the bridging hydride 

is demonstrated by these two complementary techniques. 

Moreover, using a QM/MM model it could be shown that the 

experimental RR spectra are only compatible with a Ni-L 

structure that has a proton bound to one of the two terminal 

cysteinates (Fig. 6).39 In summary, RR spectroscopic data have 

proven both the structure and the photo-induced formation of 

Ni-L. 

 Nia-S is another catalytic intermediate, which is assumed to 

provide a free bridging site for initial hydrogen binding (Fig. 

5).69 While this intermediate is a minor species in most 

hydrogenases, it clearly dominates the oxidized state of the 

regulatory hydrogenase (RH) from the ‘Knallgas’ bacterium 

Ralstonia eutropha,70;71 highlighting the importance of an 

adequate model system for spectroscopic studies. In line with 

predictions from DFT, RR spectra of the Nia-S state of the RH 

were shown to be similar to Ni-L,40 confirming a vacant third 

bridging position. Notably, the presence of a potential binding 
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Fig. 6: (Left) Simplified scheme showing active site redox states of reduced [NiFe] hydrogenases and the corresponding thermal and photochemical equilibria. The inset shows an IR 

difference spectrum that illustrates the Nia-C → Ni-L photoconversion by following the CO and CN stretching vibrations of the active site. (Right) Comparison of calculated Raman 

spectra of the Ni-L state with experimental resonance Raman spectra of reduced [NiFe] hydrogenase containing either 12C or 13C (using 458 nm excitation). Experimental and 

calculated spectra were obtained from the membrane-bound hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha and a corresponding QM/MM model.39 

site between the two metals alone is insufficient to allow 

catalytic hydrogen turnover. Recent computational studies 

proposed that efficient hydrogen binding to Nia-S is only  

possible, if the NiII site exhibits a low spin (S = 0) electronic 

ground state and a seesaw geometry (Fig. 7).69 However, the 

real spin state and geometry is so far not known. To elucidate 

these properties, we used RR spectroscopy in conjunction with 

DFT.40 Due to the lack of a crystal structure for the RH, a 

compact [NiFe] computational model was constructed for the 

calculation of vibrational frequencies.40;41;47;48;72 Despite this 

simplification, valuable information can be extracted, if 

frequency changes rather than absolute values are 

evaluated.40;41;48 Therefore we compared calculated 

frequencies of several structural variants of Nia-S and Ni-L, the 

two major redox states of the RH at 79 K (Fig. 7).40 Focusing on 

a structurally sensitive Fe−CO stretching mode, the similarity 

of the two experimental spectra was only reproduced by the 

calculations, if Nia-S exhibits a seesaw-shaped NiIIS4 site with 

an S = 0 ground state,40 in line with the proposed functional 

significance of this configuration (vide supra).69 In conclusion, 

the combination of spectroscopy and theory has revealed all 

fundamental structural factors that determine the function of 

the central hydrogen-binding intermediate of hydrogenase. 

 Laying emphasis on the [NiFe] active site of hydrogenase, 

the capabilities of RR spectroscopy for the site-selective 

characterization of complex multi-cofactor enzymes have been 

demonstrated in the present section. We have shown how 

structural markers can be defined, validated, and used in order 

to extract valuable information by a concerted multi-

spectroscopic and computational approach, even in the 

absence of crystallographic data. Photo-induced phenomena 

have been presented as challenging aspects in the 

interpretation of RR data. Such aspects should also be 

considered in other spectroscopic techniques that involve high 

photon energies or densities. While these processes are 

undesired in most cases, they can also provide access to 

otherwise sparse intermediates and ‘forbidden’ photochemical 

reactions. 

Oxygen Tolerance of a Bifunctional Hydrogenase 

In the following, challenges and concepts in spectroscopy-

based model building will be demonstrated. Here, structural 

determinants for oxygen tolerance and catalysis of a 

bifunctional hydrogenase will be used as mechanistic examples 

to highlight the importance of adequate experimental 

conditions and the pitfalls of data interpretation. 

 The complexity of hydrogenases may considerably exceed 

the structure and composition described above. The soluble 

hydrogenase (SH) from Ralstonia eutropha is a 

heterohexameric enzyme, which couples the reversible 

cleavage of hydrogen to the reduction of NAD+.72-74 These two 

catalytic activities are accomplished by distinct functional 

modules, a truncated hydrogenase and a diaphorase moiety 

(Fig. 3B). Besides the [NiFe] active site the SH contains five FeS 

clusters and two FMN cofactors.72;74-87 Due to its bifunctional 

character this enzyme represents a valuable biocatalyst for 

photolytic hydrogen production in vivo and the regeneration of 

nucleotide cofactors.88-96 

 In contrast to most other hydrogenases, the SH is 

insensitive towards oxygen.72-74;87;97 Oxygen tolerance 

represents a prerequisite for technological applications and, 

thus, the underlying mechanisms are of major interest. The SH 

has been investigated for more than three decades,72-74 yet no 

crystal structure is available so far. Consequently, 

spectroscopic methods have played an outstanding role in the 

investigation of structural aspects, including those responsible 

for oxygen tolerance. IR spectroscopy represents a major 

technique in hydrogenase research, because it can monitor CO 

and CN stretching vibrations of the three inorganic ligands, 

which represent sensitive probes for the electron density at 

the active site.51;52;98;99 In this respect, it is complementary to 

RR spectroscopy, and together both techniques provide the 

complete vibrational signature of the Fe2+(CO)(CN−)2 moiety 

(Fig. 6). Usually, one CO and two CN stretching bands are 

observed in the IR spectrum of [NiFe] hydrogenases. In  
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Fig. 7: (Top) Experimental band positions of oxidized and reduced regulatory 

hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha (black) compared with calculated Fe−CO 

stretching frequencies obtained for structural variants of the Nia-S and Ni-L redox states 

(red, blue).40 (Bottom) Simplified presentations of the possible Ni geometries and spin 

states of Nia-S. 

 contrast, the IR spectrum of isolated SH exhibits four instead 

of two CN stretching bands (Fig. 8A, inset).48;82;84;100;101 In the 

past, this was interpreted in terms of additional CN− ligands, 

one of which was claimed to sterically shield the active site 

from oxygen attack.82;84;100;101 EPR spectroscopy represents 

another central technique for the characterization of 

hydrogenase, which inter alia probes paramagnetic Ni 

intermediates of the active site.102 In most in vitro studies, no 

Ni signals were observed for the SH.82;84;87;101 Based on this 

finding and the proposed presence of supernumerary CN− 

ligands, hydrogen cycling in this enzyme was presumed to take 

place at a terminal binding site of the apparently redox-

inactive Ni ion.84;103 From a chemical point of view, the 

proposed structures are unlikely to be stable and, consistently, 

DFT calculations were unable to reproduce them.41 Therefore, 

we have reinvestigated the structural models for oxygen 

tolerance and catalysis, using two different approaches. 

 First, the above structural models are based on in vitro 

spectroscopic data, which may not necessarily reflect the 

native state of the enzyme. Therefore, we characterized the SH 

Fig. 8: (Top) Structures and DFT-calculated IR spectra for sulphoxygenated [NiFe] 

model compounds that mimic the experimental spectrum of fully oxidized 

soluble hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha (shown as an inset). Variations of 

the experimental CN stretching pattern are shown on the upper right.48 (Bottom) 

Simplified scheme illustrating the proposed oxygen tolerance mechanism of the 

soluble hydrogenase, which involves three catalytic activities. Aerobic hydrogen 

transformation (blue) is enabled by the sulphur-centred detoxification of oxygen 

(red), which in turn depends on the reversible oxidation of NADH (green). 

within whole living cells using IR and EPR spectroscopy (Fig. 

9).38 In this way, the reducing cytoplasmic environment of the 

enzyme is preserved, and possible artefacts from protein 

purification and sample treatment can be omitted. Notably, 

the feasibility of in vivo spectroscopy depends on a set of 

highly specific markers, which are distinguishable from those 

of other cellular components. In the case of hydrogenase, 

these are the typical EPR signatures of paramagnetic Ni species 

and the IR-detectable stretching vibrations of the biologically 

uncommon CO and CN− ligands, which are clearly separated 

from the frequencies of most other normal modes. Using this 

whole-cell approach, EPR spectroscopy was able to show that 

the SH active site resides mainly in the paramagnetic Nia-C 

state in vivo (Fig. 9, blue).38 Upon incubation with hydrogen, 

this redox species is reversibly converted to the typical, EPR-
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Fig. 9: Principles of extended in vivo spectroscopy and selected results obtained for the soluble hydrogenase (SH) from Ralstonia eutropha.
38

 All fully reduced species of the SH are 

subsumed under the heading Nia-SR. A derivative of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) is shown as an example for genetically encoded fluorescent biosensors. 

silent Nia-SR intermediates, probed by IR spectroscopy (Fig. 9, 

red).38 

 These findings demonstrate that the catalytic process of 

the SH involves a redox-active Ni site and substrate binding at 

the usual third bridging site. Moreover, the IR detection of 

typical reaction intermediates shows that the [NiFe] site 

comprises a standard set of one CO and two CN− ligands.38 

Notably, the spectroscopic signatures obtained in vivo can be 

reproduced in vitro by incubating the enzyme with an excess of 

NADH.48;83 This treatment mimics the cytoplasmic conditions 

experienced by the SH, highlighting the significance of 

adequate and representative sample treatment. 

 Besides the optimization of experimental conditions, a 

proper interpretation of spectroscopic data can also be 

ensured by theoretical considerations (vide supra). This second 

approach, complementary to the first, represents a more 

fundamental strategy, which can also be applied to test, if a 

certain interpretation could be legitimate at all. Using this 

methodology, we have revisited the previous structural 

proposals for the SH, showing that the old model for oxygen 

tolerance and catalysis is incompatible with the underlying 

spectroscopic data.41 These findings rule out the previous 

interpretations on a fundamental level, demonstrating that the 

additional CN stretching bands cannot reflect extra CN− 

ligands. 

 The two spectroscopic studies have shown that hydrogen 

cycling by the SH involves a usual [NiFe] site and typical 

intermediates. Ruling out the old model, the structural basis 

for the oxygen tolerance and the unusual IR spectrum of as-

isolated SH remains to be elucidated. Notably, this unusual 

split-spectrum, exhibiting four instead of two CN stretching 

bands (Fig. 8A, inset), is only observed in the fully oxidized 

state of the enzyme, which may indicate oxidative 

modifications.48 Indeed, the split-spectrum disappears upon 

incubation with the cytoplasmic electron donor NADH and 

reappears upon re-oxidation.48 The re-formation of the fully 

oxidized state, reflected by the split-spectrum, is dependent 

on the presence of oxygen, demonstrating oxygenation of the 

[NiFe] site.48 In this respect, the observation of four CN 

stretching bands indicates a mixture of states, as also 

confirmed by preparation-dependent variations of the CN 

stretching pattern (Fig. 8A, top right).48;84;101 The appearance 

of a single high-intensity CO stretching band shows that the 

structural differences between the subspecies in this mixture 

affect the equatorial plane of the Fe site in a selective manner 

(Fig. 4). This rules out variations of an oxygen-derived ligand in 

the third bridging position and strongly indicates 

sulphoxygenation of active site thiolates, likely involving the 

bridging cysteines (Fig. 8A, right).48 To test this hypothesis, we 

calculated IR spectra of a large set of sulphoxygenated [NiFe] 

model compounds by DFT. The resulting data clearly show that 

cysteine oxygenation has a strong influence on the CN 

stretching vibrations, while the CO stretching vibration 

remains unaffected in most cases.48 In particular, an equimolar 

mixture of states that exhibit Fe-bound sulphenates at the 

bridging cysteines resembles the typical split-spectrum of fully 

oxidized SH (Fig. 8A). Thus, a structural model has been 

obtained, which is able to consistently explain all present and 

previous IR spectroscopic properties of the SH, thereby 

disentangling the seeming discrepancy between in vitro and in 

vivo data. 

 Besides an explanation of spectroscopic data, active site 

sulphenates also represent a potential key to the oxygen 

tolerance mechanism of the SH (Fig. 8B).48 In general, oxygen 

tolerant hydrogenases are assumed to prevent oxidative 

damage by the catalytic reduction of molecular oxygen. 

Sulphoxygenated active site species of the SH are formed 

under aerobic conditions (vide supra) and characterized by two 

oxygen atoms in the lowest oxidation state O−II. This means 

that molecular oxygen has been completely reduced, most 

likely including a peroxidase sub-reaction.48 To recover 

catalytic activity, active site sulphenates must be re-reduced in 
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a dehydration reaction at potentials clearly below −100 mV.104 

Most hydrogenases, however, are linked to the high-potential 

quinone pool in the cytoplasmic membrane (approximately 

+100 mV),105;106 so that sulphenates would represent 

irreversible oxidative modifications. In contrast, the SH is 

linked to the low-potential NADH pool of the cytoplasm 

(approximately −320 mV),72-74;79;107 and sulphenate formation 

is completely reversible in this enzyme. This statement is 

verified by the spectroscopic data (vide supra) and the NADH-

driven release of oxygen-derived water.48;97 The latter reaction 

appears to depend on the presence of the FMN cofactor close 

to the active site, which can be explained by the fact that 

sulphenate reduction requires a two-electron carrier. 

Moreover, this functional model for oxygen tolerance of the 

SH can explain why aerobically isolated SH cannot react with 

hydrogen prior to re-activation by NADH.48;84;101;103 

 Using the example of a bifunctional [NiFe] hydrogenase, we 

have shown how spectroscopy and theory can be used to 

propose, validate, or reject models for biomolecular structure 

and function. In particular, the importance of the biochemical 

reaction network for the design of meaningful (in vivo) 

experiments and the functional interpretation of spectroscopic 

data has been emphasized. In this respect, the availability of 

highly selective spectroscopic markers is of central importance 

for the structural characterization of a biomolecule in its 

cellular environment. Another crucial aspect is an increased 

awareness of potentially misleading (in vitro) spectroscopic 

data, whose evaluation requires special care. In this respect, 

the present case study demonstrates the importance of an 

integrated approach that brings together the expertise from 

biological, chemical, and physical sciences. 

The Dynamic Structure of Superoxide Reductase 

Using the example of superoxide reductase, the last case study 

will demonstrate how reaction-induced difference 

spectroscopy can be used to gain both site-specific and global 

information on structural elasticity. A combined approach of X-

ray diffraction, spectroscopy, and theoretical methods that can 

be used to provide detailed insights into the dynamic structure 

of biomolecules will be presented (Fig. 10). 

 Superoxide O2
•− is a reactive oxygen species that may 

severely harm cellular compounds, e.g. FeS proteins.108 To 

cope with these hazards most living species harbour molecular 

systems for detoxification, and the underlying principles are 

important both from a biochemical and medical point of 

view.109 Superoxide reductase (SOR) is a non-heme iron 

enzyme that catalyses the reduction of superoxide to 

hydrogen peroxide by transferring one electron from its 

ferrous active site.108 

 In this study, we will deal with the canonical 1Fe-SOR from 

Ignicoccus hospitalis (Ih).35 Enzymes of this type are composed 

of four equal subunits (Fig. 10, bottom right), each of which 

harbours a non-heme iron active site in a β-barrel fold. In the 

ferrous state, the active site Fe is coordinated by four 

equatorial histidines and an axial cysteine in a square 

pyramidal fashion. This geometry provides a vacant 

coordination site for substrate binding, which is occupied by a 

glutamate ligand in the ferric state of several SOR 

enzymes.108;110 This coordination pattern is also reflected by a 

crystal structure of ferric Ih SOR (Fig. 10, top left). However, 

dissociation and displacement of the glutamate ligand has not 

been observed unambiguously upon reduction to the ferrous 

state.35 This finding demonstrates that X-ray diffraction is 

unable to properly monitor structural changes associated with 

the central step of reductive activation, most likely due to 

crystal packing effects. Therefore, we have used 

electrochemically triggered IR difference spectroscopy, which 

selectively monitors structural changes associated with the 

redox transition between the ferric and ferrous state (Fig. 10, 

bottom left).35 In contrast to X-ray diffraction studies on 

protein crystals, these experiments probe SOR in aqueous 

solution more closely related to the natural conditions, which 

is crucial to obtain representative information on the dynamic 

structure. 

 Using this technique and a crystal structure-based DFT 

model of the active site (Fig. 10, top right), it could be shown 

that the glutamate ligand is reversibly removed from the 

substrate binding site upon reduction of Ih SOR, which is 

mandatory for the enzymatic function (Fig. 10, bottom left).35 

This information can be inferred from changes of the 

vibrational signature of the glutamate ligand (red) as well as 

side chain normal modes of the coordinating histidines (blue). 

Comparison with a mutant protein lacking the coordinating 

glutamate also showed that the dissociation of this ligand 

induces extended structural changes in the wild type enzyme, 

indicating high structural elasticity in SOR. Inter alia, these 

structural changes include perturbations of the protein 

backbone (dark green) and amino acid side chain residues in 

loop and helical regions close to the active site (orange and 

red). Even more, the spectroscopic signature of the wild type 

enzyme also revealed a redox-dependent structural 

reorganization of the central β-sheet core of the enzyme (dark 

green), remote from the active site. This is a remarkable 

finding, which shows that the addition of a single electron per 

subunit can trigger a global conformational transition in a 

protein consisting of thousands of atoms. 

 To proceed in a controlled manner, such a process needs to 

follow a well defined coordinate, which is determined by the 

molecular degrees of freedom and the associated forces. 

Remarkably, global structural transitions were shown to often 

depend on one or few delocalized, thermally excited normal 

modes (vide supra).13;14;111-113 Global modes of macromolecules 

can be calculated by using classical molecular mechanics. In 

this respect, normal mode analysis based on elastic network 

models (ENMs) is a robust technique, which provides reliable 

results at minimum computational cost.13;112;115-119 In contrast 

to other classical approaches, elaborate force field 

parameterization is not necessary, and the Hookean pair 

potentials of ENMs allow skipping the error-prone and time-

consuming process of geometry optimization so that crystal 

structure data can be directly used as an input.115;117 Using this 

methodology 120 and the crystal structure of ferric Ih SOR, we 

could show that normal modes with a considerable 
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Fig. 10: Experimental and theoretical concepts for the exploration of structural elasticity, exemplarily shown for the redox-dependent rearrangement of superoxide reductase 

(SOR).35 (Top left) Crystal structure presentation of a single monomer of SOR from Ignicoccus hospitalis (Ih). Important structural motifs are coloured, except for the β-barrel in the 

background (represented by silver arrows). (Bottom left) Redox-dependent IR difference spectrum of Ih SOR. Encoded structural changes are colour-coded according to the above 

crystal structure presentation. (Top right) Computational SOR active site model used for the calculation and assignment of IR spectra. (Bottom right) Crystal structure of the whole 

homotetrameric Ih SOR. Deformation by a delocalized normal mode that is proposed to guide the transition between the ferric and ferrous states is represented by dark green 

displacement vectors, which are shown for Cα atoms whose movements exceed the root mean square deviation (arbitrarily chosen as 2 Å). Molecular and normal mode 

presentations were created using VMD and the NMWiz plug-in.4;114 

displacement of the glutamate ligand resemble the structural 

changes inferred from the IR difference spectra.35 In particular, 

a large glutamate displacement was observed for a normal 

mode that exhibits in-phase movements of helical and loop 

regions of all four subunits as well as the β-sheet core of the 

enzyme (Fig. 10, bottom right). This normal mode represents a 

reasonable candidate for thermal movements that guide the 

structural transition between ferric and ferrous SOR and, thus, 

a coarse-grained 3D depiction of the structural changes 

encoded in the IR difference spectrum. The underlying atom 

displacements proceed synchronously in all four subunits and, 

thus, the associated structural rearrangements can integrate 

the structural states of the four active site copies. Such a 

process might be functionally relevant by allowing reductive 

activation or catalysis to proceed in a cooperative manner.35 

 The example of superoxide reductase shows that structure 

should be perceived as a dynamic rather than a static property, 

especially in those cases where the molecular function is 

linked to considerable atom movements. In this respect, 

normal modes may serve both as structural markers in 

vibrational spectroscopy and determinants of functional 

dynamics. Moreover, the present case study demonstrates the 

feasibility of a complementary approach including both crystal 

structure analysis and computationally aided spectroscopy. 

The former provides an overall model of the static molecular 

structure and a basis for detailed spectroscopic and 

computational studies. In return, these latter studies extend 

the available structural information to the dynamic regime and 

conditions that are more closely related to the physiological 

environment. In this respect, the combination of IR difference 

spectroscopy and ENM analysis has been introduced as a 

powerful vibrational approach for the elucidation of reaction-

specific structural rearrangements and the underlying 

molecular degrees of freedom. 

Future Prospects 

Challenges and Chances 

We have outlined an integral approach for the spectroscopic 

characterization of biological macromolecules, which explicitly 

considers requirements arising from (1) size and complexity as 

well as (2) the native reaction network. While the underlying 

principles have been exemplarily demonstrated by selected 

case studies, we will now present some conceptual extensions 

to cope with the challenges in bio-molecular spectroscopy. 

 The second case study on a complex hydrogenase has 

highlighted the importance of adequate experimental 

conditions to obtain representative information on bio-

molecular structure and function.38 In this respect, the concept 

of in vivo spectroscopy has been introduced as a means to 

directly probe a system of interest in its native cellular 
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environment. An extension of this approach is highly desirable 

in order to increase the amount of extractable information. 

 Structure and function of a molecule in vivo depend on the 

cellular status, which in turn responds to environmental 

triggers, e.g. hydrogen and oxygen partial pressures in the case 

of hydrogenase. In principle, these relations offer the 

possibility to manipulate a molecule of interest in a 

physiological manner. However, the underlying cellular 

reaction networks are complex, and an adjustment of external 

triggers alone is insufficient to precisely control and explore 

the biochemical factors that determine the status of a target 

molecule. To reach this goal, complementary information on 

the cellular status is required as well. In recent years, a 

number of sensory derivatives of fluorescent proteins have 

been designed.121-139 These genetically encoded biosensors can 

complement spectroscopic data of the target molecule by 

probing essential cytoplasmic properties in space and time, 

e.g. the concentration of ions and small molecules as well as 

pH and reduction potential. Using these tools, an extended 

type of in vivo spectroscopy can provide structural information 

on a biomolecule of interest under various native conditions, 

and the underlying cellular determinants can be identified. 

Therefore, such studies could also help to elucidate adequate 

conditions for elaborate in vitro experiments and targets for 

optimizing biotechnological processes. With a strict control of 

extracellular triggers, this approach may additionally yield 

insights into the biochemical reaction network of the target 

molecule as a whole, which is important for both fundamental 

and applied sciences. For an extended in vivo analysis of the 

soluble hydrogenase (vide supra), we are currently exploring 

the possibilities of IR and fluorescence spectroscopy in an 

experimental approach that allows a tight control of 

atmospheric gas mixtures and a precise monitoring of the 

cellular NADH level. 

 Another special aspect of biological macromolecules that 

has been stressed in the case study on superoxide reductase is 

the potential importance of functional dynamics.35 Thermal 

motions could also play a role in the second model system 

hydrogenase, e.g. by facilitating hydrogen tunnelling. Such 

effects, discussed for other enzymes,15-33 have not been 

considered in the available catalytic models for hydrogenase, 

all of which are based on classical over-the-barrier reactions 

involving equilibrium structures.69;140-142 

 Remarkably, even global movements in proteins can be 

often traced back to few thermally excited normal 

modes.13;14;111-113 In principle, this may allow to enhance the 

molecular function by tuning the dynamic structure, given that 

the underlying intramolecular motions are properly 

understood. On a theoretical level, these phenomena can 

often be studied by using classical normal mode or essential 

dynamics analysis.13;14;112;113;115-119;143 Their experimental 

exploration by vibrational spectroscopy, however, represents a 

highly delicate issue. With increasing size of the molecule, the 

number of thermal modes will increase as well, and very slow 

motions become possible. While this might be beneficial from 

a functional point of view, the necessity of detecting one or 

few relevant modes amongst many others poses considerable 

challenges for the spectroscopic techniques used, especially in 

the low-frequency regime. While some information may be 

accessible by far-IR and terahertz spectroscopy,144;145 site-

selective vibrational techniques are more suitable, given that 

the relevant atom movements can be associated with explicit 

functional sites. Besides RR spectroscopy, presented in the first 

case study, nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy (NRVS) 
146;147 and vibrational coherence spectroscopy (VCS) 148 

represent two further vibrational techniques that are inter alia 

suited for the site-selective probing of low-frequency modes.‡ 

All three methods can be used for the characterization of 

biological macromolecules, (see e.g. references 
39;40;54;64;86;146;149-161) and both RR and NRVS spectroscopy have 

been recently established in hydrogenase research.39;40;64;86;155 

Despite technical advancements, the explicit application of 

vibrational spectroscopy to study functional dynamics is still 

sparse, the low-frequency modes of heme proteins being one 

of the few examples.34;158;161-163 At this point, it should be 

noted that molecular vibrations exhibit periods on the 

timescale of fast chemical processes and, consequently, 

valuable information may be obtained. In this respect, NRVS 

can be used for the selective and quantitative probing of 

normal modes involving Fe movements.146;147 This may provide 

a unique access to vibrational dynamics of Fe proteins,34;146;149-

154 e.g. the functional movements predicted for superoxide 

reductase (vide supra). Complementary, VCS and femtosecond 

stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS) offer a time resolution 

that exceeds the frequencies of molecular vibrations.148;164 In 

this way, valuable insights into functional dynamics, non-

equilibrium structural properties, and biochemical reaction 

coordinates may come into reach. 

 Besides their possible functional importance, vibrational 

dynamics also represent a challenge for the theoretical 

description of macromolecular properties, including 

spectroscopic observables. While technical aspects of 

computational chemistry are beyond the scope of this article, 

we like to stress that typical electronic structure calculations 

refer to the molecular equilibrium geometry, which 

approximates the situation at 0 K. Naturally, biochemical 

reactions proceed at ambient temperature or above, and 

under these conditions the probability to observe the 

equilibrium geometry is decreased to some extent, even in the 

absence of large scale domain movements (Fig. 2B). First, the 

thermal excitation of numerous low-frequency modes (vide 

supra) increases the probability of observing molecular 

geometries approaching the classical turning points of these 

oscillations (Fig. 2C, blue). Second, anharmonic motions may 

shift the average of the thermal distribution away from the 

equilibrium geometry, which implies a net distortion of the 

molecule (Fig. 2C, red). Indeed, anharmonicity of thermal 

protein motions has been reported, especially for very low-

frequency modes with major contributions to the overall 

thermal motion.10;14;112;113;117;119;143;165 In summary, the 

properties of thermally excited macromolecules may 

considerably differ from those predicted for 0 K, as suggested 

by the temperature dependence of many spectroscopic 

observables. This notion may be particularly relevant for 
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metalloproteins, whose functional sites comprise a number of 

relatively soft metal−ligand coordinates (vide supra). As a 

consequence, a future quantum chemistry approach to such 

systems may benefit from a more explicit consideration of 

thermal effects on the molecular geometry, especially with 

respect to anharmonic low-energy coordinates. Besides a 

more representative prediction of spectroscopic and other 

properties, this may also provide valuable insights into non-

equilibrium structures and their possible impact on 

biochemical reactivity. 

Conclusion and Outlook 

In the present article we have illustrated the challenges and 

capabilities of bio-molecular spectroscopy. Selected case 

studies have shown how structure-function relationships can 

be elucidated by computationally aided spectroscopy, 

preferably under physiological conditions. In a more general 

sense, these examples have highlighted the natural 

entanglement of spectroscopic observables and essential 

molecular properties. As demonstrated by these studies, this 

relation is normally utilized to explore the molecular structure 

from spectroscopic experiments. Using the example of 

functional vibrations, we have furthermore shown that certain 

subjects of spectroscopic research may also represent a direct 

link to molecular function that goes beyond their evaluation as 

structural markers. Expanding this thought, spectroscopic 

observables could also serve as sophisticated targets for the 

design and optimization of functional molecules. This 

paradigm shift from an analytical to a predictive expertise may 

represent a valuable perspective for the emerging field of 

computational spectroscopy. Indeed, similar conceptual 

expansions have proven valuable, including the extension of 

classical biology in terms of biotechnology and bio-inspired 

chemistry. In conclusion, we propose a dual future approach, 

which uses spectroscopic observables as classical markers for 

structure analysis as well as experimentally traceable targets 

for the computational optimization of tailored molecules. 
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